


ATOM STEEL
 With over 45 years of experience and

knowledge of international standards,
technological change and industrial systems,
we are committed to providing the best and
cost-effective solutions for our customers.

 We have the capacity to produce advanced
various industrial steel products based on
specially developed technology. We are also
ready to develop according to the needs of
the users who change them. The solutions
we develop are as innovative, practical,
technically sound and economical as
possible, both in time and money.





Tunnel construction

 Years of experience in tunnel construction have allowed us to be competitive on the 
market







 Highway lining trolley is a special equipment that
must be used in the secondary lining of the double-
track highway tunnel construction process. It is
used for lining the inner wall of the tunnel. It has
the functions of vertical mold and demoulding
function, high surface finish of lining and fast lining
speed. The trolley widely used in highway, railway,
water projects, hydraulic engineering, public
projects, and defense industry projects.

 The Tunnel Trolley which consist of formwork
assembly, traveling device, portal-frame assembly,
Principal and master-slave traveling device, lateral
hydraulic oil cylinder, lateral support jack and
portal-frame support jack etc.







 ATOM STEEL LTD can efficiently and quickly provide hundreds of tunnel supports
from the smallest beams or other structural steel sections up to the largest. Unlike
beams formed by presses, the beams rolled by ATOM STEEL LTD have minimal or no
deformation in the flanges or web.







 ATOM STEEL LTD lattice girder system is totally surrounded by concrete. There are no 
unconsolidated areas, voids or fissures visible. It represents a complete homogenous 
composite structure, reduces ground settlement and prevents the ingress of water.

 ATOM STEEL LTD lattice girder system has been tested and successfully installed in 
many tunnel projects.





 Metal support arches are used in a wide range of applications and with many different
soil conditions, offering the advantage of being resistance to compression and traction
efforts with a high bending moment. This support technique is suitable for soil
conditions that are very prone to subsidence due to the efforts caused by converging

soils.
Cold curved beams are used to adapt to the excavation diameter, using the radii
required to install them in parallel to the soil. Our entire manufacturing process, from
design, bending, welding and dispatch, is certified by:

EN-1090 (CE marking) yand governed according to the ISO9001 quality system.







Reference list
COMPLETE STEEL SUPPORT 

Egnatia Odos

 1. Tunnel S2 

 2. Dodoni Tunnel 

 3. Driskou Tunnel 

 4. Anilio Tunnel 

 5. Malakassi Tunnel B 

 6. Grevena Tunnel 

 7. Tunnel of Florina 

 8. Panagia Tunnel 

 9. Saw Tunnel 

 10. Oak Tunnel 

 11. Syrtos Tunnel 



Reference list

 1. Road Tunnels Klokova

Corinth-Tripoli-Kalamata highway

 1. Artemisio Tunnel 

 2. Kalogerikos Tunnel 

 3. Rapsommati Tunnel 

 4. Stern Tunnel (antennas) 



Reference list

Olympia Street

 1. Road Tunnels Athens - Patras Panagopoula area (Diakofto - Aigio - Xylokastro) -

Athens-Patras Railway

 1. Athens - Patras (Aigio, Xylokastro, Akrata, Diakofto, Derveni) -

Other works

 Skopje - Serbia - Highway

 Athens-Patras Railway - Panagopoulas Tunnel

 Kicevo - Ohrid - Tunnel R. North Macedonia

 Farish - Drenovo Tunnel R. North Macedonia



Thank you!

"ATOM SANTEH" DOO

"Todosija Paunov"-34, Kochani, Republic of North Macedonia VAT: 4013013509831Komercijalna Bank, Bank account: 
300050000145194 IBAN: MK07300701003233947; SWIFT: KOBSMK2XKOB

info@atomsteel.eu   www.atomsteel.eu
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